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HERITAGE CULTURE FAMILY SCENIC LEISURE SHOPPING

● Acropolis of Athens and its monuments are universal symbols of the 
classical spirit and civilization and form the greatest architectural and artistic 
complex bequeathed by Greek Antiquity to the world. In the second half of the 
fifth century bc, Athens, following the victory against the Persians and the 
establishment of democracy, took a leading position amongst the other 
city-states of the ancient world. In the age that followed, as thought and art 
flourished, an exceptional group of artists put into effect the ambitious plans of 
Athenian statesman Pericles and, under the inspired guidance of the sculptor 
Pheidias, transformed the rocky hill into a unique monument of thought and 
the arts. The most important monuments were built during that time: the 
Parthenon, built by Ictinus, the Erechtheon, the Propylaea, the monumental 
entrance to the Acropolis, designed by Mnesicles and the small temple Athena 
Nike.

● Panathenaic Stadium remains one of the city’s most popular tourist 
attractions and is a shining beacon of modern Athens. Following several 
transformations over its long history, it eventually became the home of the first 
modern Olympic Games in 1896 and remains the only stadium in the world 
built entirely out of marble.

ATHENS

● Arachova is a mountainous village nestling picturesquely at the foot of Mt. 
Parnassos in Viotia, Southern Greece.It is the most cosmopolitan winter 
destination in Greece, a great favourite for passionate ski lovers and 
celebrities, or just first-time visitors who wish to relax in a dreamy mountainous 
setting with modern tourism facilities. Its modern ski resort, its close proximity 
to Athens, and its breathtaking mountainous landscape are the strongest 
reason why. Apart from the mountain activities, Arachova is also famous for its 
bustling nightlife and as the favorite mountain resort of Athenians. It is located 
35 km west of Livadeia.

ARACHOVA

● Temple of Apollo, god of music, harmony, light, healing, and oracles 
occupied the most important and prominent position in the Delphic 
Panhellenic Sanctuary. The edifice with the partially restored colonnade visible 
today dates to the 20th century BC and, according to ancient accounts, five 
different temples were built throughout history. The famous oracle, the Pythia, 
operated inside the temple, the location chosen, according to one tradition, 
due to a sacred chasm beneath the site emitting vapors, which were inhaled by 
the Pythia.

DELPHI

D2 ATHENS – DELPHI (185KM 2H25M) 
– KALABAKA (231KM 3H10M) (B/L/D)

●  Arachova Village (Photo Stop)

●  Temple of Apollo (Visit)

●  Treasury of the Athenians (Photo Stop)

●  Theatre (Photo Stop)

●  Stadium (Photo Stop)

●  Acropolis (Entrance Included) 
 (Parthenon, Erechtheion, Temple of Athena Nike)

●  Panathenaic Stadium (Visit)

●  Temple of Olympian Zeus (Drive Pass)

●  Hadrian’s Arch (Drive Pass)

●  Parliament (Drive Pass)

●  Memorial of the Unknown Soldier 
 (Drive Pass)

●  Constitution Square (Syntagma) (Drive Pass)

●  Academy (Drive Pass)

●  University (Drive Pass)

●  National Library (Drive Pass)

D1 KUALA LUMPUR  ATHENS 
(14H++)    (MOB/D)

D3 KALABAKA – METEORA (3KM 7M) 
– ATHENS (354KM 4H20M) (B/L/D)

●  Meteora (Visit)

●  Statue of Leonidas (Photo Stop)

D5 MYKONOS – SANTORINI 
(By Speed Boat)   (B/-/D)

●  Oia Village (Walking Orientation)

D4 ATHENS – MYKONOS 
(By Speed Boat)   (B/L/D)

●  Windmills (Visit)
●  Little Venice (Visit)
●  Matoyianni Street (Shopping)

Parthenon, Acropolis Panathenaic Stadium Temple of Apollo



KALABAKA

● Meteora is a rock formation in central Greece hosting one of the largest and 
most precipitously built complexes of Eastern Orthodox monasteries, second 
in importance only to Mount Athos. The six (of an original twenty four) 
monasteries are built on immense natural pillars and hill-like rounded boulders 
that dominate the local area. The rock formations have always been a site of 
worship for the ancient people of the area, however between the 13th and 14th 
century the twenty four monasteries were established atop the rocks. Meteora 
is located near the town of Kalabaka at the northwestern edge of the Plain of 
Thessaly near the Pineios river and Pindus Mountains.

MYKONOS

● Windmills are the quintessential features of Mykonos landscape. There are 
plenty of them that have become a part and parcel of Mykonos. Visitors to 
Mykonos can see the windmills irrespective of the locale. From a distance, one 
can easily figure out the windmills, courtesy of their silhouette. They are 
primarily concentrated in the neighborhood of Chora and some are also 
located in and around Alevkantra. These innovative wheels were primarily used 
for crushing agricultural yields. In all, there were 16 such windmills in operation.

● Little Venice is one of the most romantic places in Mykonos. This 
neighborhood is replete with elegant and gorgeous old houses that are 
situated precariously on the edge of the sea. Many discerning travelers in the 
past have fallen in love with this charming quarter to its magnetic appeal. Quite 
amazing are the sunset views from Little Venice. Its whitewashed edifices 
against the backdrop of the azure blue Aegean Sea is simply marvelous. The 
air of nonchalance that prevails in Little Venice disarms the most discerning of 
travelers.

● Matogianni Street is known to be the center of activity in Mykonos, both 
day and night, where the action is, so to speak. The street is a marketplace of 
every imaginable product and traditional Greek food. There are stores selling 
expensive jewelry brands as well as handmade jewelry, clothing and shoes 
designed by top designers, both local and worldwide, and plenty of souvenir 
shops. Locally made arts, crafts and decorative items are laid out along the 
narrow streets. Stores and boutiques selling unique items, antiques, and items 
made from local materials are around every corner. There are also galleries, 
cafes, restaurants, food stalls, and even bars to visit on this street.

SANTORINI

● Oia Village is considered the most picturesque village of Santorini and holds 
the position of the most visited spot for sunset viewing, as it provides an 
excellent view of the well-known sunset, probably the most famous sunset in 
the world. It is on the northwest coast of Santorini and it is built on the caldera 
slope.

● Fira is a combination of natural beauty, social life, night life, and shopping, 
where you can feel the liveliness of the island and where all the action takes 
place. A walk to the scenic alleys during the daytime will fill you with harmony, 
while at night you can find yourself in the middle of a big party. There is a 
wealth of restaurants, cafes, bars and clubs where you can relax and enjoy the 
tremendous view or dance and have fun.

D8 ARRIVE KUALA LUMPUR 

     4      HOTEL OR SIMILAR (6 NIGHTS)
ATHENS  X 2 NIGHTS
KALABAKA  X 1 NIGHT
MYKONOS  X 1 NIGHT
SANTORINI  X 2 NIGHTS

D6 SANTORINI   (B/L/D)

●  Santorini Island Tour
●  Traditional Village of Pyrgos (Drive Pass)

●  Monastery of Profitis Elias (Photo Stop)

●  Black Beach (Photo Stop)

●  Red Beach (Photo Stop)

●  Fira Town (Walking Orientation)

D7 SANTORINI  KUALA LUMPUR 
(13H50M++)    (B/MOB)

6 American Buffet Breakfast / 4 Lunch / 6 Dinner
Mix Local Meals and Chinese Meals

Disclaimer: Due to Covid-19 travel restrictions, local / religious festivals, public holidays, weather condition, transport technical issue, acts of nature, Golden Destinations 
reserved the right to alter the sequence or change, amend or alter the itinerary if necessary, with or without prior notice.
Remark: There will be no refund or replacement if the tour logistic affected by the above issue. All pictures are for illustration purpose only

2 Way Speed Boat Ride (Athens - Mykonos) & 
(Mykonos - Santorini)
Entrance to Acropolis, the architectural Master-
pieces of the Golden Age of Athens
Visit the Panathenaic Stadium where the first 
Olympic Games of modern times were held
Photo Stop at Arachova Village which seen on 
the famous modern drama “Descendants of the 
Sun” 
Enjoy shopping at Matogianni Street
Walking tour at Oia Village, which is best known 
for breathtaking sunsets
Discover Fira, the island's largest town and one 
of the most picturesque spots in all of Greece

HIGHLIGHTS

Arachova Meteora  Red Beach



EUR 1  : RM 4.90

Call credit card centre to extend your credit card limit
* Credit Card are used widely in Greece

General Information 

Travel Agent:

Power Socket

Luggage Allowance

Credit Card

Dial Code

Departure Date: Flight :

Tour Fare: Airport Tax & Fuel Surcharge:

Tipping: Agent Collection Fee:

Visa: Travel Insurance:

 TOTAL :

*Please bring a universal electric plug adapter

Type C (2-pin) Type F (2-pin) 

Currency

Exchange Rate

Voltage 

Weather

Time Different

Aircraft Type

 Spring  Summer  Autumn  Winter
 Mar - May Jun - Aug Sep - Nov Dec - Feb
           10°C- 25°C                    28°C- 37°C 8°C- 20°C -5°C- 11°C

(Apr-Sep)
Approximately 5 hours behind Malaysia Time
(Oct-Mar)
Approximately 6 hours behind Malaysia Time 

Euro : ( EUR )

230Volts, 50Hz

Each individual are entitled to check in 1 luggage of 
not more than 20kgs and a hand carry bag not more 
than 7kgs.

ICE HOLIDAYS SDN BHD 
(230643-X) KPK/LN:2441

Operated By

Greece : +30

GREECE

A320 A330 Boeing 777


